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1. Introduction
This report sets out the difference in costs between an overhead and underground
connection for the North Wales Wind Farm Project.

In line with other recent projects (e.g. Brechfa Forest by WPD) consideration has
been given to the lifetime costs to enable a full comparison between these options.
The lifetime costs include the initial capital costs of the new connection and the ongoing cost over the life of the project.

Net Present Value (NPV) has been applied to all future costs.

It should be noted that the assessments are estimates informed by and based on SP
Manweb cumulative experience in the power industry.

For the purposes of these assessments a range of three values for the lifetime of the
connection has been considered given that it is not currently known how long the
connection will operate for. These values are 25, 40, 75 and 125 years: 25 years
reflects the proposed lifetime of the generating assets; 40 the physical life
expectancy for the connection itself; 75 and 125 year to provide a more longer term
comparison, by which point the first full asset replacement cycle will have been
completed.

SP Manweb assets are generally replaced before they reach 60 years of age.
Therefore extending the lifetime value to 125 years would result in a second round of
asset replacements at around 120 years. The SP Manweb network is not 125 years
old so SP Manweb does not have any direct experience of such aged networks and
would not consider life times of this value in assessments. However, a specific
request to consider 125 years has been made and for this assessment this has been
included for comparison purposes.

In this paper references to "wind farms" means:
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Clocaenog Forest Wind Farm
Brenig Wind Farm; and
Derwydd Bach Wind Farm

This paper is designed to respond to a number of action points raised in the Issue
Specific Hearings. The paper itself is designed to respond to ISH1, Action Point 9(b)
the request for the SP Manweb to provide a transparent and full explanation of the
relative costs of OHLs and underground cables.

The other action points that are addressed (and the section and page at which they
are addressed) are as follows:



ISH 1, Action Point 8: SP Manweb to provide incidence data for maintenance
occurrences for new underground cables. This is addressed (to the extant that
information is available) in Section 6.



ISH1, Action Point 10: SP Manweb to provide an explanation of the route if
the scheme was to be entirely undergrounded. This is addressed in Appendix
C.

A response is also provided to the Pylon the Pressure late Deadline One submission
and representation.
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2. Description of Overhead lines
The proposed overhead line
The proposed overhead line is a 17km 132kV connection.

Route
The route runs between proposed North Wales Wind Farms Collector Substation
near Clocaenog Forest and terminates in a field to the south of Trebanog,
Groesffordd Marli, 1.8km from St Asaph.

The need for an earth conductor
To safeguard against a very high Rise of Earth Potential (ROEP)1 at the proposed
‘Clocaenog Substation’ SP Manweb has to install an ‘earthed’ connection. The most
effective means to reduce the ROEP to manageable levels is to install a separate
earth wire between the source substation ‘St Asaph Grid’ and the proposed
‘Clocaenog Substation’. The traditional UK specification for 132kV wood pole lines
(Electricity Network Association Technical Specification (ENATS) 43-50, issue 2)
does not provide a design for a separate earth wire. If an earth wire was required
then a steel lattice tower (pylons) had to be used.

SP Manweb, therefore, developed a new specification to bridge the gap between
unearthed wood pole construction and steel lattice towers.

This specification,

designed to BS EN 50341, is referred to as Heavy Duty Wood Pole (HDWP) and is
described in Technical Specification OHL-03-0132.

This design specification

supports four bare overhead metallic conductors; three phases and one earth. The
HDWP design supports only two types of standard conductor; 200mm 2 Poplar and
300mm2 UPAS. The smaller conductor, ‘Poplar’ cannot accommodate the capacity
required by the wind farms, therefore the larger 300mm2 conductor is needed on this
project. This provides a summer rating of 176MVA. The connection requirement is
for 150MVA (for the three remaining wind farms).

1

An explanation of ROEP can be found in Appendix D
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Maintenance
At times, circuits may need to be taken out of service for repair and maintenance.
However, rapid restoration times are achievable on overhead line circuits where they
are needed to maintain a secure supply of electricity. Overhead circuits are more
susceptible to transient faults (such as momentary tree contact, bird contact or
lightning) than underground cables, however the repairs are generally quick to
achieve and of low cost.

In addition, emergency structures can be erected in relatively short timescales to
bypass damage and restore supplies.

Overhead line maintenance and repair

therefore provides a good degree of operational flexibility which helps reduce
security of supply risks to end users, or consumers.

The life expectancy of an overhead line will depend on maintenance as the lifetime
of each component part varies. It is for this reason that a range of lifetime values has
been used for the purposes of this paper.

SP Manweb operates an asset base of 132kV overhead lines of various designs
supported by both steel towers and wooden poles. The oldest route still operational
was originally constructed in 1931 as a steel tower line near Warrington, Cheshire,
the oldest wood pole route was originally constructed in 1951 on the Lleyn Peninsula
in north Wales, these assets have undergone routine Inspection and Maintenance
programmes, and fault repairs throughout their operational life, they have also been
upgraded through Asset Replacement programmes during their lifespan, with the
last recorded asset replacement cycle on both circuits recorded in 2004.
Accordingly, whilst the routes and connections have been in place since 1931 and
1951, the physical assets that are there now have not been there since the route/
connection first came into operation.
SP Manweb’s 132kV overhead line assets consists of over 3,800 support structures
and over 1,300 circuit km of conductor. SP Manweb has accumulated vast
experience of operating, maintaining, replacement of these assets.
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3. Description of

Underground cables

Modern 132kV cable circuits comprise of 3 separate single core cables to transmit
power and a fibre optic cable that is used for signalling and control of the equipment
at the remote ends. To meet the technical requirements (Capacity) of the North
Wales Wind Farms Connection the configuration of the underground cable will
consist of three single 1200mm2 Aluminium Cross-Linked Polyethylene (XLPE)
insulation cables and 1 fibre optic cable.

Modern cables can be laid direct in the ground or in ducts. However, to avoid long
open trenches (approximately 600mtrs to 1200mts long) which can present a safety
hazard, increase construction impacts including by restricting access for extended
periods until the cable is laid and trench backfilled, SP Manweb prefers to install
ducts in shorter sections which can be reinstated immediately after installation, with
the cable installed at a later date.

Once several sections of ducts have been installed the cable can be pulled into the
ducts and prepared for jointing. The prime purpose of cable ducts is to assist in the
installation process as described above. Cable ducts are not a mechanical protection
aide for the cable. They do not for example protect against a fault incident caused by
mechanical intervention with the cable (e.g. a JCB). Methods for protection of cables
are described later in the document.

The dimension of the cable trench is typically 1 to 1.5m wide and 1.2 to 1.5m deep
which will vary depending on whether the installation is either laid direct or ducted
and if the cables are installed in road, verge or field. The trench would be backfilled
and reinstated after the cable has been installed to the appropriate standard.

132kV underground cables can be laid in either a triangular or flat formation. It is
normal to lay the underground cable at a depth of 1.5m and as far apart as possible
to minimise mutual heating effects. The depth of the cable and the spacing between
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cables, and whether they are laid direct or ducted can have a significant impact on
the ability of the cable to conduct electricity.

Underground cable circuits require significant civil works associated with the
installation.

Typically 132kV underground cable installations in the UK require joints at a
maximum of 600m intervals, this is because of logistical limitations arising from the
size and weight of the cable drums and due to the requirement to prevent voltage
rise in the cable earth sheath. Joint pits including earth link boxes are typically 10
metres long, 3 metres wide and 2 meters deep.

Route
The route identified for this project utilises a mixture of public highway, verges and
private land. This will impact on the civil costs as the ground conditions, excavations
and re-instatement works will vary along the route. The route and its selection is
described in Appendix C.

Maintenance
Fault detection methods enable the detection of faults to within a certain section of a
given cable. However, due to the construction of XLPE cables this is not necessarily
accurate enough to locate the fault to within one excavation. Exploratory excavations
may still be required to identify the exact location, particularly if the cable is within a
duct (ducts make the fault detection harder – the technique is not dissimilar to sonar
and a duct inhibits this process). Hence, identifying faults in underground cable
circuits will often require multiple excavations to locate the fault. Also some faults will
require repairs that are more severe and these may require extraction and
installation of new cables which can take a number of weeks to complete. While
underground cables are less susceptible to transient faults, permanent faults on
XLPE insulated cables and ducted systems are challenging to locate. The costs of
fault location and consequent repairs can therefore be very high.
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The image below shows a single 132kV cable termination recently failed (April
2015).

The image below shows a single 132kV cable recently damaged (August 2015) by a
mechanical excavator (note the installation duct has broken away and sitting under
the cable).

10

The images below are provided to illustrate the typical scale of 132kV cable
installation and jointing activity.
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4. Regulated Business and Benchmarking
SP Energy Networks is the Distribution Network Operator (DNO) for two distribution
licence areas, SP Distribution (Central and Southern Scotland) and SP Manweb
(Merseyside, Cheshire, North Shropshire, mid and north Wales). SP Energy
Networks is also the Transmission Operator for the SP Transmission Licence area in
Scotland.

The duty to connect
SP Energy Networks and therefore SP Manweb is a fully regulated business. It has
an obligation under the Electricity Act 1989 (as amended) (“the Act”) and under
condition 13B of its licence to have a Connection Charging Methodology which is
agreed and common with all Distribution Network Operators in Great Britain and
approved by Ofgem.

Condition 13B provides:
“Condition 13: Charging Methodologies for Use of System and connection
states: Part A: Requirements for Charging Methodology

13.1 The licensee must at all times have in force:
(a) a Use of System Charging Methodology which the Authority has approved on the
basis that it achieves the Relevant Objectives; and
(b) a Connection Charging Methodology (which, if the licensee is a Distribution
Services Provider, must include the Common Connection Charging Methodology
(“the CCCM”) as set out in the Distribution Connection and Use of System
Agreement (“the DCUSA”) and as amended in accordance with the DCUSA)
approved by the Authority on the basis that it achieves the Relevant Objectives
(each, separately, “the Charging Methodology”), and, except with the consent of the
Authority, must comply with the Charging Methodology as modified from time to time
in accordance with this condition.”
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Within the Common Charging Methodology2, sections 5 and 6 are particularly
relevant but can be summarised as being based on:
•

Minimum Technical Scheme;

Section 5 of the Common Charging Methodology defines Minimum Scheme
as:
“The Minimum Scheme is the Scheme with the lowest overall capital cost (as
estimated by SP Manweb), solely to provide the Required Capacity. The
Minimum Scheme will be subject to:
accepted industry standards, including the requirements of the Distribution
Code;
the status and configuration of the Relevant Section of Network (RSN);
the standard sizes and types of equipment currently used by SP Manweb
on its Distribution System which shall be reasonable in all the
circumstances;
maintaining our ability to minimise regulatory penalties associated with the
Interruptions Incentive Scheme and the Guaranteed Standards of
Performance; and
where the Customer is an LDNO, maintaining the Customer’s ability to
minimise regulatory penalties associated with the Guaranteed Standards
of Performance.

and shall be consistent with our statutory and licence obligations including the
requirement to develop, maintain and operate an efficient, co-ordinated and
economical electricity Distribution System.”
•

2

Capital Cost of the Connection;

http://www.scottishpower.com/pages/connections_use_of_system_and_metering_services.asp
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•

A requirement to apply a regulated margin: section 6 of the Common
Charging Methodology defines Regulated Margin as:
“The margin (if any) is either “regulated” which is set at 4% by our Licence or
is “unregulated” which is not set by our Licence. Our ability to apply these two
types of margin is governed by the Authority.”
The North Wales Wind Farms Connection is a ‘regulated’ connection and
therefore the margin is 4%.

The minimum technical scheme is a 2.6km 132kV underground cable from St.
Asaph grid substation to a terminal pole in a field to the south of Trebanog,
Groesffordd Marli and then a 17km 132kV overhead line to the proposed
North Wales Wind Farms Collector Substation near Clocaenog Forest.

The duty to develop and maintain an efficient and economical distribution system
SP Manweb also has a statutory duty under Section 9 of the Electricity Act 1989
(CD/COM/023), to develop and maintain an efficient, co-ordinated and economical
system of electricity distribution.

The environmental duty
SP Manweb is required pursuant to paragraph 1 of Schedule 9 of the Electricity Act
1989 to take account of the following factors in developing proposals for the
installation of overhead lines:
‘Shall have regard to the desirability of preserving natural beauty, of conserving flora,
fauna and geological or physiographical features of special interest and of protecting
sites, buildings and objects of architectural, historic or archaeological interest.’
‘Shall do what it reasonably can to mitigate the effect which the proposals would
have on the natural beauty of the countryside or on any such flora, fauna, features,
sites, buildings or objects.’
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Based on the requirements above, the minimum technical scheme is also the
preferred scheme as it meets SP Manweb’s duties.

Regulation
SP Manweb is a regulated business. Like all DNOs it commenced a new regulatory
8-year contract (RIIO-ED1 price control) with Ofgem on 1st April 2015. The RIIOED1 price control set the outputs that the 14 electricity Distribution Network
Operators (DNOs), including SP Manweb, need to deliver for their consumers and
the associated revenues they are allowed to collect for the eight-year period from 1
April 2015 to 31 March 2023. (8 year contract).
As part of the RIIO–ED1 cost assessment process and Final Determination there
was a rigorous process where Ofgem our Industry Regulator, and their appointed
consultants (DNV GL) reviewed SP Manweb’s submitted costs for RIIO-ED1 and
historical expenditure between 2010 and 2015. Every element of SP Manweb’s
direct Operational and Capital investment plan was compared and benchmarked
with other DNOs.

An extract from Ofgem’s RIIO-ED1: Final determinations for the slow-track electricity
distribution companies Business plan expenditure assessment document3, describes
this assessment process as:‘3.21 For asset replacement we use a bespoke age-based model to assess twothirds of the asset replacement category costs. This model takes account of the age
of a DNO’s assets. We completed a detailed qualitative assessment of the DNOs’
cost and volumes justification with our expert engineering consultants, DNV GL. This
involved cross-checking our model results against historical and forecast information,
condition information contained in the secondary deliverables for asset health and
criticality, scheme papers and other justification. Where appropriate we make
qualitative adjustments to our modelled results to take this into account.’

3

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/ofgem-publications/91565/riio-ed1finaldeterminationexpenditureassessment.pdf
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Consistent with all businesses SP Manweb has support costs known as ‘indirect
costs’ that need to be recovered. These include costs of network design, project
management, system mapping, control centre, training, vehicles and back office
functions like HR and finance. Therefore it is not just the prime (direct) costs of the
asset that need to be considered. Indirect costs also need to be apportioned over all
our activities.

Within the RIIO-ED1 process, Ofgem benchmarked our indirect cost forecast for the
RIIO-ED1 period in comparison to the other GB DNOs. The allowance for indirect
costs accepted by Ofgem is consistent with SP Manweb’s submitted indirect cost.

As part of the RIIO-ED1 process, the Regulator looked at SP Manwebs costs for
cable installation. It approved a cost of equating to £1.23m/km for SP Manweb’s
132kV cable direct unit cost combined with indirect costs and index linked to 2015
prices.
It should be noted that, due to Ofgem’s disaggregated modelling approach for
Overhead line asset replacement, where costs are assessed on individual
components level, such as poles, towers, fittings (insulators) or circuit km of
conductor, there is no equivalent single figure asset replacement cost for HDWP
lines on a per km basis.
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5. Capital costs
Capital costs – OHL

SP Manweb estimated that the capital cost for the HDWP connection for the North
Wales Wind Farms to be a £340,000 per km (Reference 7.3 Strategic Options
Report of DCO application).

This cost includes the design, project management, materials procurement, ground
works, pole structure and stay installation, conductor installation, ground reinstatement, testing and commissioning as well as indirect costs.

Although SP Manweb has extensive experience of installing wood poles OHLs, it has
limited experience of installing 132kV HDWP installations, having installed only one
such circuit since the design standard was introduced.

SP Manweb has recently put to tender two projects which involve the construction of
132kV wood pole OHLs. The responses to these tenders are the best evidence as to
what the actual costs will be. As a result of which, SP has revisited its original figure
and now estimates that the costs will be between a £280,000 and £340,000 per km.

This value takes into account the expected mix of intermediate, angle support
structures, a termination structure and some failure containment structures.

For the purposes of this assessment therefore a range of capital costs is proposed
between £280,000 to £340,000 per km.

This figure is not applied to the underground section of 2.6km at the St Asaph
substation end. For this section, the cable costs as described below have been
used. These costs include the cost of transition between overhead lines and
underground cables. At each transition between over and underground there are
significant costs as each transition requires a terminal structure which supports the
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overhead line and underground cable termination. Surge protection is also required
to protect the underground cable from lightning. Typical costs for a cable termination
structure is £150,000 and for a section of overhead line to be undergrounded two
termination structures are required.

Capital costs – Cable

SP Manweb estimates that the capital cost for an underground cable connection for
the North Wales Wind Farms will be a baseline range of £1.1m to £1.6m per km
(Reference 7.3 Strategic Options Report of DCO application).

The capital costs of installing a cable underground vary depending on the specific
‘local’ ground conditions encountered along the route. Ground conditions will have a
significant influence on the overall costs (the civil element of any cable installation
can be greater than 50% of the overall cost). It is for this reason that it is appropriate,
at this stage, to have regard to a range of costs. Ground investigations will be carried
out pre-tender.

The costs include the design, project management, procurement, ground works,
cable installation, jointing, cross bonding (earthing), ground re-instatement materials,
testing and commissioning as well as indirect costs.

It should be noted that the Ofgem approved asset replacement cost for underground
cables sits within this range (£1.1m to £1.6m/km).

The costs estimate is also reinforced by recent tender returns and awards for two
similar projects that SP Manweb believes matches the environment likely to be
encountered along the St Asaph to Clocaenog route.

Example Project 1 (Rainhill to St Helens in Merseyside) relates to where a cable was
installed for half of its length in the carriage way and half in adjacent verges, this
project has recently been completed at an overall cable installation cost of £1.11m
per km.
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Example Project 2 (Trawsfynydd to Maentwrog in Mid Wales) relates to where a
cable which will be installed in carriage way, narrow roads without verges along the
route, part fields, and some rocky ground. SP Manweb received multiple tender
returns and the contract has been awarded at a cost equivalent of £1.19m per km
(note that the average tender return at the final Best and Final Offer (BAFO) stage of
this procurement exercise was £1.26m per km).

Therefore the estimated cost of between £1.1m to £1.6m per km is reasonable given
the range of ground conditions anticipated for this project.

Other comparators
Interested parties have referred to the costs of various other cable installations by
way of comparison.

SP Manweb procures and installs cables to specific specifications and receives
tender returns accordingly. SP Manweb can therefore not comment directly on third
party installations and/or cable types employed or quoted.

SP Manweb would however draw attention to an independent report hosted on the
Ofgem website4. It relates to a specific 132kV project in Scotland (Beauly Mossford
Stage 2 Project Assessment October 2013). The report was prepared by
independent consultants TNEI. Within the report a benchmark range for 132kV cable
installation is given as between £1.5m and £2.6m per km. An explanation of the
benchmark range used by TNEI can be found within Section 3.1 of their report:‘The key project unit costs for items of plant, construction and installation (i.e. HVAC
cables and OHLs, civil works such as overhead line stringing and cable laying etc.)
are compared with benchmark unit costs.
TNEI have, over time, developed an extensive in house cost library used for
tendering, benchmarking and estimating purposes. This library includes data from
multiple projects for public bodies and private companies across a wide range of
4

https://www.ofgem.gov.uk/ofgempublications/85339/annex2tneisreportonthebeaulymossfordstage2swwprojectassessment.pdf
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industries, including transmission and distribution and onshore and offshore wind, in
the UK and worldwide. This is further supplemented by publically available
information. The primary data sources used for benchmarking of this project are:


TNEI’s internal database;



RIIO-T1 asset cost data; and



the IET/PB Power Cost Study 2012.

Benchmarking is undertaken for major equipment and activities only. Even where
projects appear technically similar, costs can vary due to a range of issues such as
location, supply and demand, contract strategy, material costs, exchange rates and
inflation and thus, when benchmarking, a range of values are utilised rather than a
single cost (please note that the range is typical and for guidance only as each
project must be considered in its own right). Also, technical solutions may differ
across projects with similar outputs and projects may not utilise a consistent
approach to cost allocation. For example, two seemingly identical cost items may
not consist of the same component build up i.e. allocation of design, commissioning
and project management costs may be spread across all components or lumped into
a single cost or split between manufacture and installation or not.
Please note lifetime costs are not considered in the report’.

Substations

It should also be noted that the capital cost of the whole project is made up of the
total of the costs of equipment at each end (typically substations) and of the
interconnecting system (any transition between HDWP and underground cables).
For the purposes of this comparison between overhead HDWP line and underground
cable costs we have excluded the costs of the equipment at the substations at the
ends of the interconnecting system (HDWP or underground cables).
.
Procurement Process and Quality Requirements

SP Manweb as a regulated business is required to comply with EU Procurement
Regulations. SP Manweb places great importance in complying fully with the EU
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Procurement Directives and the detailed compliance procedures are set out in our
EU Procurement Compliance Manual.

SP Manweb Procurement team dynamically manages the way that it purchases
goods and services, utilising knowledge, experience and the economies of scale of
the entire Iberdrola Group, across European and global markets.

The combination of the SP Manweb compliance and purchasing power ensures a
high quality and efficient pricing process.
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6.

Assessment of Life time costs (LTC)

For the purposes of this assessment Life Time Costs (LTC) comprises:


The initial installed capital cost made up of the direct cost of the equipment
plus the business indirect costs including engineering planning, design,
project management, ground works, installation, testing and commissioning.



On-going costs of the electrical energy lost in overcoming the electrical
resistance in the conductors.



On-going costs of operations, maintenance and fault repairs.



Cost of asset replacement or decommissioning for the lifetime.

As stated above, the lifetime of assets associated with the connection is assumed to
be 25 years. We have also considered an asset lifecycle of 40, 75 and 125 years for
the purposes of cost comparison in this assessment.

The following formula is used to assess the total lifetime cost of each distribution
option to provide the basis for comparison of the construction options for the
proposed new circuit route from St Asaph to Clocaenog substations.

CTotal = CDC + CL + COM + CARDOC

Where:

CTotal is Total Lifetime Cost.
CDC is the initial Capital Cost of the equipment, installed and commissioned.
CL is the Value of the Cost of Losses over the lifetime of the assets
COM is the Value of the typical Cost of Operation, Maintenance and fault repair over
the lifetime of the assets.
CARDOC is the cost of interim asset replacement or end of life decommissioning of
the assets.
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Capital costs (CDC)

Based on the SP Manweb historical cost models and assumptions based on
particular routes and terrain the following cost ranges were used in estimating the
capital costs of the installation of circuits:


HDWP overhead line £280,000 to £340,000 per km



132kV Underground cables £1,100,000 to £1,600,000 per km

Cost of Losses (CL)

For the purpose of this assessment losses are defined as the variable electrical
system losses associated with the distribution of electricity over the SP Manweb
network associated with this connection and are calculated from the electrical
parameters of the cable or overhead lines circuits.

Load factor
The electricity will not flow continuously and an assessment of the duration of load is
made.
From figures published by the Department for Energy and Climate Change 5, the
average load factor for onshore wind farms in the UK is between 25 and 30%. A
figure of 27.82% is suggested by DECC and has been used in the calculation. From
this load factor, the average loading of the circuit and the consequent losses per
annum for each option (HDWP line or cable) is evaluated.

This figure has been used to determine the average losses for the new connection
whilst transmitting power at the proposed capacity of the wind farms. The calculation

5

Energy Produced (MWh/p.a.) This is calculated by multiplying the installed capacity in MW by the number of hours in a year
(8760) and then multiplying this by DECC’s long-term average capacity factor for (onshore + offshore) wind (27.82%)
expressed as a fraction of 1 (e.g. 0.2782). Source for capacity factors is Digest of United Kingdom Energy Statistics (DUKES)
published annually by DECC. - See more at: http://www.renewableuk.com/en/renewable-energy/wind-energy/uk-wind-energydatabase/figures-explained.cfm#sthash.4iQAZz4W.dpuf
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below is used to determine the electrical losses and the associated cost of these
losses.

The electrical losses are predominantly due to the resistance of the conductors,
which is governed by the conductor material, its configuration and size. The
resistance of the conductor in cables is typically lower than that of the OHL
conductor (cable resistance typically about 50% of OHL conductor resistance).
Hence the losses in underground cables are typically half of those in OHL
conductors.

For the purposes of this assessment a figure of £50 per MW (reference RIIO ED1
submissions) is used to calculate the monetary cost of losses on the SP Manweb
distribution system. This is an assessment of the revenue for comparison purposes
and is less than the cost per MW that the end users may achieve under the
Renewable Obligation or Contract for Difference mechanism.

The cost of losses is calculated as follows:Loss in circuit (MW) PL = [(Current flowing in circuit {A})2 x resistance of the circuit
{ohms}]/1,000,000
Cost of losses (£ per hour) CL= Pl x revenue lost due to loss in circuit (£ per MWhr)
Cost of losses per annum CL = CL x 24 X 365

Operations, maintenance and fault repair costs (COM)

The cost of maintaining the SP Manweb network is derived from the Licence
requirement to operate, maintain and repair faults on the assets and keep the assets
in a safe and efficient state.

OHL
SP Manweb’s recommended maintenance frequency as applicable to 132kV
Overhead line inspection for 132kV lines is contained in the table below.
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The inspection programme will comprise of 50% foot patrols and 50% helicopter
patrols on the entire network on an annual basis.

The programmed inspections will identify any change in land use that might demand
additional constructional measures and any other hazards or defects that require
remedial maintenance.

Helicopter patrols will identify obvious hazards and changes in land use, and should
conditions dictate that a helicopter patrol cannot be under-taken, a foot patrol will
take its place.

All lines, will be inspected by means of helicopter-borne Thermovision equipment on
a circuit basis every two years, where practicable alternating with the safety
inspection helicopter patrol. On identified critical circuit’s major interconnectors or
generator circuits the Thermovision inspection shall be made annually. The purpose
of this inspection is to identify high resistance conductor joints, which shall be
categorised and programmed for completion in accordance with policy.

Underground cables
SP Manweb’s recommended maintenance frequency as applicable to 132kV
underground cables is contained in the table below:-

The following table shows the recommended maintenance frequencies in weeks,
months or years for the range of 132kV underground cables in SP Manweb network.
(e.g. ‘1y’ = checks to be performed annually, ‘2y’ = checks to be performed every
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two years, 6m = checks to be performed every six months) or ‘C’ if continuous
monitoring is required.

RECOMMENDED MAINTENANCE FREQUENCY
Test
Ref.

Category

Cable

Description

A

B

C

C

Maintenance to avoid external damage
1.1

Route information available to third parties

Visual inspections, painting & greasing
1.2

Inspection of cable route

6m

1y

1.3

Inspection of cable route (High Risk)

3m

3m

1.4

Inspection of warning signs

1y

1y

1.5

Inspection of terminations

6m

1y

1.6

Inspection of link boxes, link pillars. 3y

3y

Includes cleaning & greasing
1.7

Inspection of fluid feed tanks, oil pressure 1y

1y

monitoring equipment and other hydraulic
or gas control equipment
1.8

Inspection of tunnels and other cable 1y

1y

infrastructure
1.9

Inspection of snaking or other alignment of 2y

4y

cables
Electrical tests and measurement
1.10

Serving test

3y

3y

1.11

SVL characteristics check

3y

3y

Hydraulic tests and measurements
1.12

Monitoring of fluid/gas pressures

C

C

1.13

Recording of pressure readings

1m

1m

1.14

Check on accuracy of calibration – against 1y

2y

standard gauge or monometer
1.15

Check on operation of pressure switches 1y

2y

and transducers
1.16

Testing alarm from gauge to control room.
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1y

2y

1.17

Infra-red survey of terminations

1y

1y

Notes


It is assumed that tests 1.3, 1.7, 1.8, 1.12, 1.13, 1.14 1.15 and 1.16 will not be
required, in this instance.



Policy

in

line

with

Energy

Networks

Association,

Engineering

Recommendation ER C55/4, Insulated Sheath Power Cable Systems, 1989.

The inspection and maintenance cost includes for cable sheave tests for the 132kV
XLPE cables. This type of inspection and maintenance activity is relatively low cost
as is generally carried out alongside substation or overhead line patrol activities.
Repairs for Faults - OHL
Overhead lines are subject to weather and other environmental interference.
Typically, following an instance such as wind borne material causing a short circuit,
the circuit will automatically trip to clear the fault and the material will fall away clear
of the line, this is referred to as a transient fault. In such circumstances, it would be
possible to successfully put the line into service almost immediately following the
fault.

From information contained within the National Fault and Interruption Reporting
Scheme (NAFIRS) 2013/20146 the SP Manweb fault rate for a 132kV overhead line
is 0.58 per 100km per year. This compares to the England and Wales figure of 0.36
and the National average of 0.45.

Typical fault repair cost is approximately £30,000 per incident. This represents the
average repair costs covering single component replacement through to restoring
grounded conductors, or a broken pole. The repair time for an overhead line is
generally measured within hours or a few days as access and spares are generally
more available. In the UK, it is unusual for natural causes to bring down a 132kV
overhead line and they have given reliable service over many years.
6

Energy Networks Association Nation Fault and Interruption Reporting Scheme – National System and Equipment Performance
2013/14
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Repairs for Faults – Cables
In relation to underground cables, service performance is reliable provided that third
party interference can be prevented. This can be achieved through providing
additional mechanical protection at installation, such as reinforced cable ducts or
concrete encasement for ducted systems, or installing concrete/fibre board cable
tiles for direct laid cables at additional cost. Nevertheless, ensuring that a cable is
not compromised while in service is not economically viable for extensive networks.

Occasionally activities along the route may take place which result in damage that
can take several years to come to light. Underground cable faults invariably lead to
permanent damage. A 132kV underground cable fault, particularly on XLPE
insulated cables and ducted systems, can take several days to locate using
specialist equipment and several weeks will then be required to arrange sufficient
excavation and to install a repair section. During all of this time the network is
depleted and in this case customer supply interrupted. It may be that the excavations
and repair activities result in significant disruption to other parties where, for
example, excavations are required in the highway, public or private land.

In addition the return to service time is dependent on the fault location and the
availability of spare cable and jointing accessories 132kV underground cable and
associated accessories are classed as specialist items; they are generally project
specific, of high cost and are not normally held as stock. In addition to the material
costs, repairs will also require associated civil works to accommodate the new cable
section and cable joints.

A further difficulty is introduced should the circuit have several transitions between
overhead and underground equipment. When such a circuit faults, it must be
ascertained whether the fault is on the overhead or underground equipment and,
should the circuit have permanent damage, then the task of locating the fault
becomes extended. An overhead line which has significant underground sections is
not therefore able to be treated in the same fashion as one which is mainly
overhead. This is because the location of faults is complicated due to the transitions.
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Each transition point on the route is required to be opened and fault location carried
out at the point. Following fault location each of the transitions then requires to be
reconnected and restored. This adds extensive time and difficulty to the fault location
process. It is therefore considered industry best practice to minimise the number of
transitions in distribution circuits.

From information contained within the National Fault and Interruption Reporting
Scheme (NAFIRS) 2013/2014, the SP Manweb fault rate for 132kV underground
cables is 3.2 per 100km per year. This compares to the England & Wales average of
2.4 and the National average of 2.6. This fault rate data represents a mix of older
type pressurised cables and more modern XLPE cables, (which have been in
service on the SP Manweb network since the 1980’s). There is no data available for
modern cables separately.

SP Manweb have no operational experience to categorically state that modern XLPE
insulated cable systems are more or less reliable than older pressurised paper
insulated cable systems. The older cables tend to develop hydraulic or pneumatic
leaks on their pressurised systems which require repair, modern XLPE cables tend
to suffer from manufacturing defects or installation defects leading to premature
failure.

For the Lifetime cost calculation we have used the SP Manweb figure of 3.2 faults
per 100 km.

From information contained within the National Fault and Interruption Reporting
Scheme (NAFIRS) 2013/2014, the instance of cable faults on the SP Manweb 132kV
underground cables is reported as 50% Damage and 50% non-Damage.

For the purposes of this assessment the total 132kV cable fault data is therefore
divided into:


Non Damage faults = 50% of total



Damage faults = 50%of total
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For the Damage faults we have again categorised the nature of the Damage as 50%
Limited Damage and 50% Extensive damage such that in the lifecycle cost
calculations we have used:


Non Damage faults = 50% of total



Damage faults of limited nature requiring lower cost repair = 25% of total



Damage faults of extensive nature requiring higher cost repairs = 25% of total.

The associated fault costs are estimated by SP Manweb from its own historical cost
base together with experience from the wider Iberdrola group.at:-

Fault description

Estimated cost per fault
<£2,000 therefore considered

Non Damage fault

negligible
Limited Damage fault

£25,000

(Requires minor material costs, no excavation
costs, some labour for inspection and minor
repairs).
Extensive damage fault

£600,000

(Requires full excavation, replacement cable
length, jointing pits, joints and reinstatement).

The fault repair cost is derived from the fault rate multiplied by the cost of repair per
fault. This expressed against the total length of circuit in service to calculate the
overall average cost per kilometre per year.

Asset Replacement and Decommissioning costs (CARDOC)

As the connection is an adopted asset and thus forms part of the wider SP Manweb
system the distribution network it would usually only be decommissioned if the
generation assets that underlay the original connection are removed and, after a
reasonable period, there is no prospect of connections by another generator or wider
network connection. At that point therefore it would be deemed that there would be
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no requirement to use the network to connect other customers and decommissioning
would be considered.

However as the life time of the asset is extended additional costs through to
decommissioning must be included. Assets health deteriorates over time, and the
time can vary dependent on operating environment, (e.g. exposure to salt or
chemical pollution in the case of overhead lines, or sheath damage to underground
cables), the quality of the manufacturing process, and the installation process.

Overhead lines

Based on operational and empirical data we would expect to commence the asset
replacement programme for overhead lines at or around 40 years operational life.
Typically we would replace insulators beyond 40 years life, conductor and
connections beyond 50 years7 life and wood poles beyond 60 years life, subject to
condition assessment.

Underground Cables

Due to the infancy of the technology of modern (XLPE insulated) cables which have
only been in operation across the DNO’s since the 1980’s there is no empirical life
expectancy however we would expect to commence asset replacement at or around
60 years life, based on the performance of other cables types and electrical
apparatus operating at 132,000 volts. This asset renewal process and consequential
cost is built into the Replacement and Decommissioning cost profile from 40 years.

The actual impact on costs will vary as the extent of work and materials required to
replace the various assets parts is very different. For example beyond 40 years the
overhead components would be replaced (e.g. insulators, conductor and
clamps).This work could be carried out in stages with a low estimated cost. As there
7

Conductor life span based on ACSR empirical life, as yet AAAC useful asset life has not been
quantified.
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is very limited data about the long term performance of 132kV XLPE cables the
degree of replacement is unclear. However any cable to be replaced would be
undertaken in extensive lengths requiring significant excavation for new joint bays
and the likely replacement of much of the ductwork, due to damage. The old cables
would be pulled out and new ones pulled in with associated joints made within new
joint bays. This would result in a much higher estimated cost.

These factors have been included in the profile of life time costs of asset
replacement.
Overall SP Manweb’s experience is that if replacement or decommissioning is
required and the cables are specifically requested or required to be recovered by the
land owner, then the costs of decommissioning and removal of underground cables
tends to be much higher than the costs of decommissioning and removal of
overhead lines

If the cable is in public land then they are often simply made safe and abandoned, so
costs would be relatively low.

Decommissioning costs, when they occur, would include the removal of the asset
including all associated structures and equipment.
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7. Calculations
All of the above costs have been built into the calculation work sheets (spread
sheets) to facilitate accurate calculations based on the parameters outlined above.
The spread-sheet also includes standard data parameters such as resistance of
cables and overhead lines which is used to calculate losses.

For each life time assessed (25, 40, 75 and 125 years) a separate calculation is
shown in the work sheets, these are presented in Appendix A.

Methodology of Calculations can be found for Overhead lines and Underground
cables in Appendix A
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8. Summary of Life time costs
In comparing the relative costs of distributing the electrical power by overhead or
underground options for the North Wales Wind Farms Connection Project,
consideration has been given to the lifetime costs of the options.

Three life time periods have been assessed (25, 40, 75 and 125 years).

The Tables in Appendix A show the Life time costs described in section 5 and the
results of the calculation methodology described shown in section 6 including
parameters outlined in section 5.

Summary table (Table 1) below compares the ratio of Life time costs (for 25, 40, 75
and 125 year life) for the underground cable compared to HDWP OHL solutions.
Table 1

Summary Table (All costs NPV calculated)
Life time

Life time costs
Life time costs
Life time costs
Life time costs
Ratio of low cost options (25 yrs)
Ratio of high cost options (25 yrs)
Ratio of low cost options (40yrs)
Ratio of high cost options (40yrs)
Ratio of low cost options (75 yrs)
Ratio of high cost options (75 yrs)
Ratio of low cost options (125 yrs)
Ratio of high cost options (125 yrs)

25
40
75
125
25

Overhead line
(low cost range)

£
£
£
£

16,266,624
17,535,513
17,985,830
18,353,508

40
75
125
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Overhead line
Cable Underground Cable Underground
(High cost range)
(low cost range)
(high cost range)

£
£
£
£

18,586,624 £
19,855,513 £
20,305,830 £
20,673,508 £
2.02
2.42
1.93
2.31
2.07
2.43
2.06
2.41

32,910,830
33,772,747
37,255,614
37,898,602

£
£
£
£

44,910,830
45,772,747
49,255,614
49,898,602

9.

Conclusions

A life time cost assessment has been made of the HDWP OHL and underground
cable distribution connection solutions. The assessed costs (for both OHL and
underground cable) do not include those for the fixed end equipment in particular
substations.

Three life time periods have been assessed 25, 40, 75 and 125 years

Net present values for all future costs have been calculated at a discount rate of
3.5%.

SP Manweb has a statutory duty under Section 9 of the Electricity Act 1989
(CD/COM/023), to develop and maintain an efficient, co-ordinated and economical
system of electricity distribution. If SP Manweb were to take a profit centred view
only then given a regulated margin of 4% is allowed on this activity it could be
argued that SP Manweb would promote the underground cable option over a less
expensive Overhead line option. However, this would not align with our charging
methodology as described in section 4.

SP Manweb believes it has taken a fair and reasonable approach to assessing the
costs in line with its statutory duties and used a recognised methodology for
calculating the costs. Table 1 identifies the assessed ratios of Total life time costs for
the underground compared to the HDWP OHL for the range of variables which are:


Life times of 25, 40, 75 & 125 years



Low and high range for HDWP OHL capital costs



Low and high range for underground cables capital costs

The ratio of HDWP OHL capital cost to underground cable capital cost is shown to
be in the range 2.06 to 2.41.
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For the life times assessed, Table 1 shows the summary ratio of HDWP OHL total
life time cost to underground cable total life time cost is estimated to be in the range
1.94 to 2.43. This provides sensitivity for different life times and the consequential
effect of increasing the assessed life time can be seen on the ratio.

The longer the life the greater the difference between the options becomes and
hence the LTC ratio increases.

The value of ratio of LTC costs is seen to be approximately 2. This significant
difference applies in all cases and therefore the preferred minimum scheme option of
HDWP OHL is justified from a cost aspect for the North Wales Wind Farm
connection project.
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Appendix A Additional Calculations and Work sheets

The spread-sheet calculates the options according to the following formulae and
methods:
Total cost CTot = CDC + CL + COM+ CARDOC

For HDWP overhead line the calculation method is as follows:

Capital Cost of Equipment (CDC)
CDC = circuit (km) x cost per km (£k)/1000

Cost of Losses (CL)
The cost of OHL distribution losses are calculated as follows:
Step 1 – Calculate the Average Loading
Average loading (MW) = Peak circuit capacity (MW) (based upon combined capacity
of the three wind farms) x Average circuit utilisation (load factor) (27.82%)
Step 2 – Calculate the Average Current
Average Current (A) = Average loading (kW)/ (1.73 x phase voltage {kV})
Step 3 – Calculate the Resistance of the Circuit
Resistance of circuit = resistance per km x circuit length (km)
Step 4 – Calculate the Three Phase Lost Power
OH Line losses (kW) = 3 x (Average Current)2
to kW) .
Step 5 – Calculate Annual Cost of Losses
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x OH line resistance/1000 (convert

Annual Cost of losses OH Line (£ per year) = Lost Power (MW) x 24hr x 365 days x
Cost per MWh.
Step 6 – Calculate Total Value of the Cost of Losses (CL)
Total Value is calculated over life time in years.

Cost of Operation, Maintenance and repairs (COM)
The cost of operation, maintenance and repairs is calculated using the sum of the
annual operations and maintenance cost per km plus the annual cost of fault repairs
per km multiplied by the route length.
Operation and maintenance costs = Period (years) x Average Costs per year
Calculate the total Cost of Operation and Maintenance (COM) over the lifetime of
the assets.
Cost of asset Replacement and decommissioning the assets (CARDOC) during and
at the end of the asset life.
Cost of Asset Replacement is calculated at discreet times during the asset life for
each year assets are required to be replaced due to component reaching end of life.
Cost of decommissioning is calculated for each year decommissioning would be
required.
Net present values for all future costs have been calculated at a discount rate of
3.5%.

For underground cable the calculation method is as follows:
Capital Cost of Equipment (CDC)
CDC = circuit (km) x cost per km (£k)/1000

Cost of Losses (CL)
The cost of distribution cable losses are calculated as follows:
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Step 1 – Calculate the Average Loading
Average loading (MW) = Peak circuit capacity (MW) (based upon combined capacity
of the three wind farms) x Average circuit utilisation (27.82%)
Step 2 – Calculate the Average Current
Average Current (A) = Average loading (kW)/(1.73 x phase voltage {kV})
Step 3 – Calculate the Resistance of the Circuit
Resistance of circuit = resistance per km x circuit length (km)
Step 4 – Calculate the Three Phase Lost Power
OH Line losses (kW) = 3 x (Average Current)2 x UG cable resistance/1000(convert
to kW)
Step 5 – Calculate Annual Cost of Losses
Annual Cost of losses OH Line (£ per year) = Lost Power (MW) x 24hr x 365 days x
Cost per MWh
Step 6 – Calculate Total Value of the Cost of Losses (CL)
Total Value is calculated over life time of assets in years.

Cost of Operation and Maintenance (COM)
The cost of operation, maintenance and repairs is calculated using the sum of the
annual operations and maintenance cost per km plus the annual cost of fault repairs
per km multiplied by the route length.
Operation and Maintenance costs = Period (years) x Average Costs per year
Calculate the total Cost of Operation and Maintenance (COM) over the lifetime of
the assets.

Cost of decommissioning or interim replacement of the assets (CARDOC) during or
at the end of the asset life.
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25 year life time cost assessment

Factor (Operation, maintenance, fault repair, losses,
decommissiong)

All
All
All
All

Overhead line
(low cost range)

load factor (%)

Overhead line
(High cost range)

Cable
Underground
(low cost range)

Cable Underground
(high cost range)

27.82%

27.82%

27.82%

27.82%

50

50

50

50

Capacity (MW)
Life time

148
25

148
25

148
25

148
25

OHL circuit km
UG circuit km
Average loading MW

17
2.6
41

17
2.6
41

0
24
41

0
24
41

Revenue (£/MW)

Average Current (Amps)

180

OHL
UG
OHL
UG
U/G
OHL

Resistance of the OHL (Ohms)
Resistance of the UG cable (Ohms)
Capital Cost of Installation (CCI)
Capital Cost of Installation (CCI)
132kV underground cable fault rate total per 100Km per year
132kV overhead line fault rate total per 100Km per year

OHL
UG
OHL
OHL
OHL

Three Phase Power Loss (MW)
Three Phase Power Loss (MW)
Cost of losses (Annual)
Cost of Losses (life time)
Cost of O&M including faults (annual)

OHL
UG

180

1.50
0.08
10,782,453 £
3,781,081 £

£
£

0.58

1.50
0.08
11,802,453
5,081,081 £

180

180

0.00
0.77

0 00
0.77

29,980,980 £
3.20

41,980,980
3.20

0 58

£
£
£

0.146
0 008
63 752 £
1,109,170 £
15,230 £

0.146
0.008
63 752 £
1,109,170 £
15,230 £

Cost of O&M including faults (life time)

£

509,290 £

509,290 £

Cost of losses (Annual)

£

3,546 £

3,546 £

32,728 £

32,728

£

539,414 £

539,414

£

15,671 £

15,671 £

144,652 £

144,652

£

2,384,089 £

2,384,089

£

6,347 £

6,347

UG

Cost of Losses (life time)

UG

Cost of O&M including faults UG cable (annual)

UG

Cost of O&M including faults UG cable (life time)

UG

Cost of decommissioning (life time)

OHL

Cost of decommissioning (life time)

UG

Cost of Replacing Assets (life time)

OHL

Cost of Replacing Assets (life time)

£

84,629 £
-

£

£

-

£

-
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Life time (years)

Overhead line
(low cost range)

-

-

Summary Table (All figures NPV)
Costs

-

0.000
0.075
-

84,629
£

£

0 000
0 075
£
£
£

Overhead line
(High cost range)

Cable
Underground
(low cost range)

Capital cost of installation of ohl

£

10,782,453

£

11,802,453

£

Capital Cost of installation of u/g cables

£

3,781,081

£

5,081,081

£

29,980,980

£

41,980,980

£

14,563,534

£

16,883,534

£

29,980,980

£

41,980,980

£

15,136,849

£

15,136,849

£

18,189,843

£

17,581,863

(life time) £

1,109,170

£

1,109,170

£

539,414

£

539,414

Cost of O&M including faults (life time) £

509,290

£

509,290

£

2,384,089

£

2,384,089

Total capital cost of distribution circuit
Capital cost of installation of fixed equipment
Cost of Losses

Cost of replacement of assets (life time) £
Cost of decommissioning (life time) £

Total Life time cost £
Incremental difference in cost between low ranges or high ranges
Ratio between u/g cable and ohl Life time costs

40

-

Cable Underground
(high cost range)

£

-

-

£

-

£

-

£

-

84,629

£

84,629

£

6,347

£

6,347

16,266,624 £

18,586,624 £
£

32,910,830 £
16,644,207 £
2.02

44,910,830
26,324,207
2.42

40 year life time cost assessment

Factor (Operation, maintenance, fault repair, losses,
decommissiong)

All
All
All
All

Overhead line
(low cost range)

load factor (%)

Overhead line
(High cost range)

Cable
Underground
(low cost range)

Cable Underground
(high cost range)

27.82%

27.82%

27.82%

27.82%

50

50

50

50

Capacity (MW)
Life time

148
40

148
40

148
40

148
40

OHL circuit km
UG circuit km
Average loading MW

17
2.6
41

17
2.6
41

0
24
41

0
24
41

Revenue (£/MW)

Average Current (Amps)

180

OHL
UG
OHL
UG
U/G
OHL

Resistance of the OHL (Ohms)
Resistance of the UG cable (Ohms)
Capital Cost of Installation (CCI)
Capital Cost of Installation (CCI)
132kV underground cable fault rate total per 100Km per year
132kV overhead line fault rate total per 100Km per year

OHL
UG
OHL
OHL
OHL

Three Phase Power Loss (MW)
Three Phase Power Loss (MW)
Cost of losses (Annual)
Cost of Losses (life time)
Cost of O&M including faults (annual)

OHL
UG

180

1.50
0.08
10,782,453 £
3,781,081 £

£
£

0.58

1.50
0.08
11,802,453
5,081,081 £

180

180

0.00
0.77

0 00
0.77

29,980,980 £
3.20

41,980,980
3.20

0 58

£
£
£

0.146
0 008
63 752 £
1,437,150 £
15,230 £

0.146
0.008
63 752 £
1,437,150 £
15,230 £

Cost of O&M including faults (life time)

£

659,887 £

659,887 £

Cost of losses (Annual)

£

3,546 £

3,546 £

32,728 £

32,728

£

698,918 £

698,918

£

15,671 £

15,671 £

144,652 £

144,652

£

3,089,060 £

3,089,060

£

3,789 £

3,789

UG

Cost of Losses (life time)

UG

Cost of O&M including faults UG cable (annual)

UG

Cost of O&M including faults UG cable (life time)

UG

Cost of decommissioning (life time)

OHL

Cost of decommissioning (life time)

UG

Cost of Replacing Assets (life time)

OHL

Cost of Replacing Assets (life time)

£

50,514 £

50,514

£

824,429 £

824,429

£

Summary Table (All figures NPV)

-

-

Overhead line
(High cost range)

Cable
Underground
(low cost range)

-

£

-
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Cable Underground
(high cost range)

Capital cost of installation of ohl

£

10,782,453

£

11,802,453

£

Capital Cost of installation of u/g cables

£

3,781,081

£

5,081,081

£

29,980,980

£

41,980,980

£

14,563,534

£

16,883,534

£

29,980,980

£

41,980,980

£

15,136,849

£

15,136,849

£

18,189,843

£

17,581,863

Total capital cost of distribution circuit
Capital cost of installation of fixed equipment
Cost of Losses

-

0.000
0.075
-

£

Life time (years)

Overhead line
(low cost range)

Costs

0 000
0 075
£
£
£

£

-

(life time) £

1,437,150

£

1,437,150

£

698,918

£

698,918

Cost of O&M including faults (life time) £

659,887

£

659,887

£

3,089,060

£

3,089,060

Cost of replacement of assets (life time) £

824,429

£

824,429

£

-

£

-

Cost of decommissioning (life time) £

50,514

£

50,514

£

3,789

£

3,789

Total Life time cost £
Incremental difference in cost between low ranges or high ranges
Ratio between u/g cable and ohl Life time costs
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17,535,513 £

19,855,513 £
£

33,772,747 £
16,237,233 £
1.93

45,772,747
25,917,233
2 31

75 year life time cost assessment

Factor (Operation, maintenance, fault repair, losses,
decommissiong)

All
All
All
All

Overhead line
(low cost range)

load factor (%)

Overhead line
(High cost range)

Cable
Underground
(low cost range)

Cable Underground
(high cost range)

27.82%

27.82%

27.82%

27.82%

50

50

50

50

Capacity (MW)
Life time

148
75

148
75

148
75

148
75

OHL circuit km
UG circuit km
Average loading MW

17
2.6
41

17
2.6
41

0
24
41

0
24
41

Revenue (£/MW)

Average Current (Amps)

180

OHL
UG
OHL
UG
U/G
OHL

Resistance of the OHL (Ohms)
Resistance of the UG cable (Ohms)
Capital Cost of Installation (CCI)
Capital Cost of Installation (CCI)
132kV underground cable fault rate total per 100Km per year
132kV overhead line fault rate total per 100Km per year

OHL
UG
OHL
OHL
OHL

Three Phase Power Loss (MW)
Three Phase Power Loss (MW)
Cost of losses (Annual)
Cost of Losses (life time)
Cost of O&M including faults (annual)

OHL
UG

180

1.50
0.08
10,782,453 £
3 781 081 £

£
£

0.58

1.50
0.08
11,802,453
5 081 081 £

180

180

0.00
0.77

0 00
0.77

29 980 980 £
3.20

41 980 980
3.20

0 58

£
£
£

0.146
0 008
63,752 £
1,777,113 £
15,230 £

0.146
0.008
63,752 £
1,777,113 £
15,230 £

Cost of O&M including faults (life time)

£

815,985 £

815,985 £

Cost of losses (Annual)

£

3,546 £

3,546 £

32,728 £

32,728

£

864,249 £

864,249

£

15,671 £

15,671 £

144,652 £

144,652

£

3,819,788 £

3,819,788

£

1,136 £

1,136

£

2,589,460 £

2,589,460

UG

Cost of Losses (life time)

UG

Cost of O&M including faults UG cable (annual)

UG

Cost of O&M including faults UG cable (life time)

UG

Cost of decommissioning (life time)

OHL

Cost of decommissioning (life time)

UG

Cost of Replacing Assets (life time)

OHL

Cost of Replacing Assets (life time)

£

15 153 £

15 153

£

814,046 £

814,046

Summary Table (All figures NPV)

-

Overhead line
(High cost range)

Cable
Underground
(low cost range)

-

75
Cable Underground
(high cost range)

Capital cost of installation of ohl

£

10,782,453

£

11,802,453

£

Capital Cost of installation of u/g cables

£

3,781,081

£

5,081,081

£

29,980,980

£

41,980,980

£

14,563,534

£

16,883,534

£

29,980,980

£

41,980,980

£

15,136,849

£

15,136,849

£

18,189,843

£

17,581,863

Total capital cost of distribution circuit
Capital cost of installation of fixed equipment
Cost of Losses

-

0.000
0.075
-

£

Life time (years)

Overhead line
(low cost range)

Costs

0 000
0 075
£
£
£

£

-

(life time) £

1,777,113

£

1,777,113

£

864,249

£

864,249

Cost of O&M including faults (life time) £

815,985

£

815,985

£

3,819,788

£

3,819,788

Cost of replacement of assets (life time) £

814 046

£

814 046

£

2 589 460

£

2 589 460

Cost of decommissioning (life time) £

15,153

£

15,153

£

1,136

£

Total Life time cost £
Incremental difference in cost between low ranges or high ranges
Ratio between u/g cable and ohl Life time costs
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17,985,830 £

20,305,830 £
£

37,255,614 £
19,269,783 £
2.07

1,136

49,255,614
28,949,783
2.43

125 year life time cost assessment
Factor (Operation, maintenance, fault repair, losses,
decommissiong)

All
All
All
All

Overhead line
(low cost range)

load factor (%)

Overhead line
(High cost range)

27.82%

Revenue (£/MW)

Cable
Underground
(low cost range)

27.82%

Cable Underground
(high cost range)

27.82%

27.82%

50

50

50

50

Capacity (MW)
Life time

148
125

148
125

148
125

148
125

OHL circuit km
UG circuit km
Average loading MW

17
2.6
41

17
2.6
41

0
24
41

0
24
41

Average Current (Amps)

180

OHL
UG
OHL
UG
U/G
OHL

Resistance of the OHL (Ohms)
Resistance of the UG cable (Ohms)
Capital Cost of Installation (CCI)
Capital Cost of Installation (CCI)
132kV underground cable fault rate total per 100Km per year
132kV overhead line fault rate total per 100Km per year

OHL
UG
OHL
OHL
OHL

Three Phase Power Loss (MW)
Three Phase Power Loss (MW)
Cost of losses (Annual)
Cost of Losses (life time)
Cost of O&M including faults (annual)

OHL
UG

180

1.50
0.08
10,782,453 £
3,781,081 £

£
£

0.58

1.50
0.08
11,802,453
5,081,081 £

180

180

0.00
0.77

0 00
0.77

29,980,980 £
3.20

41,980,980
3.20

0 58

£
£
£

0.146
0 008
63,752 £
1,896,710 £
15,230 £

0.146
0.008
63,752 £
1,896,710 £
15,230 £

Cost of O&M including faults (life time)

£

870,900 £

870,900 £

Cost of losses (Annual)

£

3,546 £

3,546 £

32,728 £

32,728

£

922,412 £

922,412

£

15,671 £

15,671 £

144,652 £

144,652

£

4,076,854 £

4,076,854

£

203 £

203

£

2,918,151 £

2,918,151

UG

Cost of Losses (life time)

UG

Cost of O&M including faults UG cable (annual)

UG

Cost of O&M including faults UG cable (life time)

UG

Cost of decommissioning (life time)

OHL

Cost of decommissioning (life time)

UG

Cost of Replacing Assets (life time)

OHL

Cost of Replacing Assets (life time)

£

2,713 £

2,713

£

1 019 651 £

1 019 651

Summary Table (All figures NPV)

-

Overhead line
(High cost range)

Cable
Underground
(low cost range)

-

125
Cable Underground
(high cost range)

Capital cost of installation of ohl

£

10 782 453

£

11 802 453

£

Capital Cost of installation of u/g cables

£

3,781,081

£

5,081,081

£

29,980,980

£

41,980,980

£

14,563,534

£

16,883,534

£

29,980,980

£

41,980,980

£

15,136,849

£

15,136,849

£

18,189,843

£

17,581,863

Total capital cost of distribution circuit
Capital cost of installation of fixed equipment
Cost of Losses

-

0.000
0.075
-

£

Life time (years)

Overhead line
(low cost range)

Costs

0 000
0 075
£
£
£

£

-

(life time) £

1,896,710

£

1,896,710

£

922,412

£

922,412

Cost of O&M including faults (life time) £

870,900

£

870,900

£

4,076,854

£

4,076,854

Cost of replacement of assets (life time) £

1,019,651

£

1,019,651

£

2,918,151

£

2,918,151

Cost of decommissioning (life time) £

2,713

£

2,713

£

203

£

Total Life time cost £
Incremental difference in cost between low ranges or high ranges
Ratio between u/g cable and ohl Life time costs
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18,353,508 £

20,673,508 £
£

37,898,602 £
19,545,094 £
2.06

203

49,898,602
29,225,094
2.41

Appendix B Supporting documents
B1 Quality Standard certificate
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Appendix C 132kV Cable route selection
This section describes the route selection for a 132kV cable. This appendix
comprises SP Manweb’s response to ISH, Action Point 10.

General Approach

Modern 132kV cable circuits comprise of 3 separate cables to transmit power and a
fibre optic cable that is used for signalling and control of the equipment at the remote
ends. The power cables and fibre optic are generally installed in separate ducts for
ease of installation. The ducts for the power cable are typically 200mm diameter
and are laid in trefoil. The fibre optic cable is installed in a 100mm duct adjacent to
the power cables. The cable trench within which the ducts and cables are laid is
typically 600 to 1000mm wide and excavated up to a depth of 1200mm. Cables can
be laid direct in the ground or in ducts, however to avoid long open trenches which
can present a safety hazard and restrict access for extended periods until the cable
is laid and trench backfilled, preference is given to installing ducts which can be
reinstated immediately after installation, with the cable installed at a later date.
Once several sections of ducts have been installed the cable can be pulled in and
prepared for jointing. At strategic locations, typical where the cables will be jointed,
a pulling area would be established. Approximate size for a 132kV joint bay is 3m
wide, 10m long and up to 2m deep. Typical cable section lengths between joints are
600m but this can vary.

Routes which contain frequent changes of direction or

traverse undulating ground will require additional pulling areas and joint bays along
the route, to avoid overstressing the cables above their designed installation limit
due to friction between the cable and the duct within which it will be installed. To limit
the amount of joints on a cable, long straight stretches on level terrain are preferred,
this lends itself to choosing routes along existing transport routes where possible.

Cable laid in public terrain

A cable route follows road infrastructure for the following reasons:
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Health and Safety: The cable will be installed in or adjacent to other utilities,
third parties working in or near roadways have to consult utility records to
ensure safe excavation.



Access rights: Using public roads / highways and associated verges allows
SP Manweb access to the cable under permanent development. In case of a
cable fault, subject to complying with the New Roads and Street Works Act
(NRSWA) there is unimpeded 24hours access to the cable and the
procedures to repair and work on the utilities are well established.



Section lengths: Following existing roadways minimises installation stresses
since the route is typically gradual and avoids multiple corners.

Cable laid in third party land

Except for short lengths third party land is normally avoided due to complications
with access rights and potential Health and Safety issues. If third party land is used
the cable normally follows a predefined land mark such as a trackway or field edge
so that the owner, or operator of the land or field, understands the location of the
cable and is able to easily avoid excavations in its proximity. Cable markers are
sometimes employed but it is not unusual for these to gradually disappear over time,
it then becomes extremely difficult for a third party to know the whereabouts of the
High Voltage underground cable circuit. Arable land may cause ground levels to
change under normal land usage, this can compromise the necessary safety depth
of cover over the circuit. Although a ‘straight line’ approach for a cable route
shortens the route length additional route length sections are likely to be incurred by
following field edge boundaries and diversions to avoid extreme gradients, parallel
ditches, river crossings, or mature tree roots. A bespoke cable corridor (about 10m
wide) might have to be fenced off during installation which will sterilise the land for
an extended period. Additional drainage might have to be installed on one, or both,
sides of the trench to avoid water run off along the cable route. Temporary access
and haul roads might be required for some sections parallel to the route and in
particular for the cable joint/ pulling positions. For these reasons installing cable in
third party land would only be considered if there is no practicable alternative route
available, such as public roads or following predefined boundaries.
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Proposed all underground cable route

Figure 1 shows the most viable all underground route between St Asaph Grid
substation and the new proposed Clocaenog substation. The route shown is one of
many possible routes between the two substations but is the most deliverable for this
lengthy cable installation and follows public roads for the majority of its length for the
reasons listed the ‘General Approach section above’. The proposed all underground
route takes into account various types of excavation and reinstating as shown in the
table below.

Excavation and reinstatement

% of route

type for All underground cable
route8
Single tarmac (Full road closure)

47%

Wide Tarmac (Half lane closure)

18%

Roadside Verge

6%

Complicated works

1%

Footpath

20%

Third party Complex

5%

Third party

2%
100%

Total

The routing selected can essentially be described in two discrete sections which
were chosen for the following reasons:-

1. Section between St Asaph Grid substation and Denbigh: Relatively straight
roads can be followed such as the A525 and B5381.

There are some

opportunities to utilise grass verges and footpaths. To avoid Denbigh town
centre the cable is run around the outskirts, with the cable laid mainly in
verges.

8

Based upon visual inspection.
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2. Between Denbigh and Clocaenog Forest the cable route follows minor roads
with other utilities already present. The cable route then follows a forest track
up to the proposed Clocaenog substation where the cable is terminated in the
proposed compound.

The installation percentages indicated in the tabled above are estimates based upon
a visual inspection only. The actual installation (excavation and reinstatement type)
split would be confirmed during the pre-tender ground investigation and trial holes
should the route be adopted for the proposed connection. The ‘all underground’
route as shown in Figure 1 was selected for this assessment as being the most
viable (direct and practical route). Other alternative routes could be explored and the
criteria listed above would be applicable to all such alternatives. Typical route
photographs are shown in Figure 2 below.
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Figure 1 – Preferred all underground cable route

The map below shows the overhead line in blue and underground cable circuit in red
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Figure 2 – Selective route photographs
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Appendix D – Overview of Rise of Earth Potential (ROEP)

An electrical fault at a substation can cause very high current to flow. This current is
seeking the path of least resistance back to its source (the earth return path). In an
unearthed design all this current has to find its way back to the source is via the
general mass of earth, and thus relies upon the general makeup of the ground. The
resistivity of the ground determines how easy it is for this current to flow. A low
resistivity indicates a material that readily allows the movement of electric current;
conversely a high resistivity indicates this will not be the case.
When a current flows through a resistance a voltage is set up. When high voltage
equipment faults and current flows to the general mass this fault is termed an ‘earth
fault’. The magnitude of this earth fault current is dictated by the amount of energy
that is available at the point of the fault and the resistance of the earth return path.
The earth fault current is highest at the point of the fault and declines with distance
from this source. A voltage (potential) is created in the ground surrounding the point
of fault and the ground potential rises compared to the general earth (i.e. a voltage
difference may be present at the ground where the fault occurs compared with a
point some distance away which is at a different potential; the general mass of earth
is to be taken at 0 Volt). This voltage rise is commonly referred to as Rise Of Earth
Potential (“ROEP”), or alternatively as earth Potential Rise (“EPR”)
The ROEP may be so high that a person would be injured due to the voltage
developed between the position on the ground of his or her two feet (“step
potential”), or between the ground on which the person is standing whilst touching a
metal object (“touch potential”). Any conducting object in contact with the
surrounding substation ground (at zero potential), such as telephone wires, fences,
or metallic piping, may also be energised at the faulted ground potential in the
substation. This ‘transferred’ potential is a hazard to people (or livestock) and
equipment outside the substation (“transfer potential”).
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An earth fault at a substation supplied via an unearthed design, combined with highly
resistive ground at the substation, can result in a very high ROEP (as would be the
case for the proposed development of the NWWFC).
The substation and associated equipment can be designed to ensure there are no
dangerous touch, step or transferred potentials can harm people within, or liverstock
at the boundary of the substation compound.
To ensure that no members of staff, land owners or the general the public are
subjected to dangerous touch, step, or transfer potentials the ROEP experienced
outside the substation compound has to be reduced to safe levels.
SP Manweb has a duty to design and operate installations that minimise the ROEP
and hence eliminate dangerous touch and step potentials. An earthed construction
ensures that in case of an earth fault not all the fault current is flowing through the
ground and part of it will flow through the earth return conductor back to its
source. There is therefore less current flowing to earth and the inherent local ROEP
has been lowered, reducing the effect of ROEP (controlling the effect) in the area of
the substation.
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Appendix E – Response to Pylon the Pressure (PtP) late Deadline One
submission and representation Reference number: 10031265

SP Manweb confirm that the document referred in this DL1 submission is a SP
Energy Networks document prepared for its SP Transmission Licence area in
Central and Southern Scotland in relation to the RIIO –T1 price review. The
document covers a wide range assets and associated volumes of those assets
specifically on the SP Transmission network at voltages from 132kV to 400kV.

SP Manweb conclude that the submission is not relevant to the SP Manweb lifetime
costings of the NWWFC project for the following reasons:-

SP Manweb do not operate equipment at voltages in excess of 132kV, and
its asset volumes are lower and in different proportions to that of SP
Transmission so the calculations and assumptions made in the PtP
submission are is not directly transferable to SP Manweb.
The assumptions and calculations made in the PtP submission are based
on SP Transmission annual ‘direct’ cost only for a combination of
maintenance and frequencies across its entire asset base from
substations and circuits through to HV DC convertor stations irrespective
of type or frequency of maintenance of any specific asset. This is a much
broader range of assets than SP Manweb assets.
The assumptions and calculations made in the PtP submission do not take
account of the variance in geographic or operating conditions between SP
Transmission and SP Manweb, equally the SP Transmission costs will
include assets not found on the SP Manweb Network.
SP Manweb has set out its methodology and costs in detail within this
document.
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